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Chapterr 3 

Latticee Alice electrodynamics 

Inn the previous chapter we examined three continuum models of AED and determined 
Alicee flux solutions numerically. In this chapter we will introduce and investigate a 
latticee model of AED. We present results of numerical simulations and some (ana-
lytical)) approximations of a compact U{\) x Z2 lattice gauge theory, including an 
extraa bare mass term for Alice fluxes. The subtle interplay between Alice fluxes and 
(Cheshire)) magnetic charges is analyzed. We determine the phase diagram and some 
characteristicss of the model in three and four dimensions. The results of the numeri-
call  simulations in various regimes of the parameter space of the model compare well 
withh some analytic approximations. This chapter is mainly based on [71]. 

Thee chapter is organized as follows. W'e start with a brief introduction of lattice 
gaugee theory. In section 3.2 we specify the lattice AED model in detail. In section 
3.33 we give the numerical results we obtained for the phase diagrams of the model in 
dimensionss three and four and in section 3.4 we present some analytic approximations 
relatedd to the phase diagram and other measurable quantities. In the final section we 
summarizee the results and conclude. 

3.11 A brief introduction to lattice gauge theory 

InIn this section we will briefly introduce lattice gauge theory, for a more thorough 
introductionn we refer to [51, 52]. As is well known most quantum field theories need 
regularization.. The possibility we will focus on is a lattice regularization. There one 
assumess that space-time can be represented by a lattice. An obvious drawback of 
thiss regularization is the breaking of the Lorentz symmetry, but a major advantage 
iss that in this form some questions in the theory can be handled non-perturbatively. 

AA simple way to introduce lattice gauge theory is to focus on the parallel transporter. 
InIn the continuum the parallel transporter. U{Cxy). along a curve. Cxy, from y to x is 
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definedd by the path-ordered product: 

U(CU(Cxyxy)) = PexVl-if  dz^A^zU . (3.1) 

wheree Al_l(z) is the gauge field. 

Lett us look at the parallel transporter of a square path in the (//. i/)-plane with sides 
off  length a. C v̂,a{x). We divide the path in four straight segments of length a and 
assumee the gauge field to be constant along each segment. To lowest order in a this 
gives: : 

U(C^U(C âa(x))(x)) = exp [i  (a2Filu + 0(a3))]  . (3.2) 

wheree we have used the discretized partial derivative. 
Too lowest order in a the real part of the trace of such a closed path is equal to: 

^(Tr{U(C^(Tr{U(Cllvllv,,aa(x))})=l-^-Tr{(F(x))})=l-^-Tr{(F tlvtlv))
22}}  +  . (3.3) 

withh no summation over JJL and v and the trace normalized such that Tr(I) = 1. 
Thiss is exactly the structure one can use to construct a gauge invariant action for 
gaugee fields on a lattice which in the naive continuum limit reduces to the continuum 
actionn for the gauge fields, up to an irrelevant constant. 

AA cubic lattice can obviously be build up from these type of minimal square paths, 
wheree a is the lattice distance. Summing over all these minimal square paths of the 
cubicc lattice represents the space-time integral and the summation over [i  and v in 
thee continuum limit . This is a simple and straightforward way to construct a gauge 
invariantt action for a gauge theory on a lattice with the desired naive continuum limit . 
Inn lattice gauge theories it is typically much more convenient to work in terms of 
thee [/-fields instead of the A-fields, which are of course related. The [/-fields can be 
thoughtt of as directed variables living on the links of the lattice, the link variables. 
Thee lattice action in terms of the link variables, the well known Wilson action [53]. 
iss given by: 

SS = ^E^( Tr {(^^])J ) (3.4) 

yy p 

wheree Up = U(C^,a(x)) and the sum over p represents the sum over all minimal 
squaree paths, the plaquettes, and we have put a = 1. 

Inn the next section we will find that lattice Alice electrodynamics is very similar to 
L/ (1 )) lattice gauge theory. To get some understanding of U(l) lattice gauge theory 
wee wil l go into some relevant details of this theory. 
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Ass £7(1) gauge theory is an abelian gauge theory there is no need for the trace in the 
action.. In fact for U(l) gauge theory the lattice action becomes1: 

S = - ^ £ c o s ( Fp )) . (3.6) 

Ass lattice calculations are typically clone in a Euclidean space-time instead of on a 
Minkovskiann space-time the action obtains a minus sign through the Wick rotation. 
Onee of the important and interesting features of this lattice regularization is that it 
allowss for magnetic monopoles. In the following we will try to make this clear. 

Itt is important to note that the action density due to the field strength only depends 
onn the field strength modulo 2TT. We may write: 

FFpp = F^(x) = F™od(x) + 2nDfll/(x)  (3.7) 

withh F^{x) mod 2TT = F™od{x) e <-7r,7r), D^(X) E Z and D^{x) = -DVfl(x). The 
integerr field D has no effect on the action density as the action density has a period 
off  27T. Thus we have: 

yy p y
 P 

Althoughh there is a Bianchi identity for F l̂l/(x) the splitting of the field strength into 
aa physical and a 'redundant' term allows for a magnetic monopole current of the 
physicall  field. For the physical field strength F™fd(x) the possibly nonzero monopole 
currentt is given by: 

^F™^F™odod(x)(x) = 2nkv(x) , (3.9) 

with h 

kkvv{x){x) = d^D^ix) , (3.10) 

wheree D^(x) = \e p̂(TDpa{x) and F™°d{x) = paF;™d(x). 
Thee integer field DfJil/(x) is identified as the Dirac-sheet and it is this field which is 
usedd in locating magnetic monopoles in a specific configuration. Obviously if out of 
anyy volume more (or less) Dirac strings enter than leave there is a net magnetic charge 
insidee this volume. The magnetic charges live inside the unit-cells of the lattice or 
moree specifically they live on the dual lattice. 
Wee end this short introduction to lattice gauge theory with a remark on the possible 
chargess of the magnetic monopoles. A direct consequence of the fact that F"l°d{x) G 
(—7T,, TV) is that the magnetic charge/current within a unit-cell can only have some 
quantizedd values. 

; 22 . (3.11) 

1Wee do note that this is not the only way to put compact U(l) gauge theory on a lattice and 
thatt it is also possible to have a non-compact O'(V) lattice gauge theory. 
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3.22 Lattice Alice electrodynamics 

Inn this section we introduce the specific Lattice Alice ElectroDynamics (LAED) model 
wee wil l study. First we explain the different terms that appear in the action and then 
wee discuss how magnetic monopoles and instantons are realized and can be measured 
inn this model. Finally we say a few things about the computational implementation 
off  the model. 

3.2.11 The action 

Alicee phases can be generated by spontaneously breaking SU(2) to U(l) tx Z2. In this 
casee it is clear that Alice loops, monopoles and Cheshire charges may arise as regular 
classicall  finite energy solutions. In the study presented in this chapter we restrict 
ourselvess to compact U{\) x Z2 gauge theory with an extra bare mass term for the 
Alicee fluxes. Our lattice formulation of the theory allows for the formation of Alice 
fluxesfluxes and magnetic monopoles2. The action we will use is given by: 

SS =  ̂  Z {" M (Tr {(UiU2u£ut)p}) + mf(Pf)p} . (3.12) 

Thee first part represents the normal Wilson [53] plaquette action for the gauge theory, 
whichh we introduced in the previous section. The second term is the extra bare mass 
termm for the Z2 fluxes in the model. Pj is a functional of the Z2 degrees of freedom 
which,, when evaluated on a plaquette, equals one if the plaquette is pierced by a 
Z22 flux, and equals zero if not. The parameter rrif  is the extra bare mass (in three 
dimensions)) or tension (in four dimensions) for the Alice flux. 

Inn principle one can also add an extra bare monopole mass term to the action. We 
havee refrained from doing so because it is computationally much more involved and 
becausee we can realize all four phases in the model without this term (see table 3.1). 
Too define suitable link variables for LAED we use the fact that compact U{\) tx Z2 

cann be conveniently embedded in SU(2) as follows: 

UUl/l/(x)(x) = eiA"WT*T?" ix) . (3.13) 

withh av{x) E {0,1}  and Av{x) € {-7r,7r). 
Thuss av represents the Z2 gauge variable and Av the compact U(l) gauge variable of 
thee theory. We say that, if au(x) = 1 a Z2-sheet in 3D, or a Z2-volume in 4D, crosses 
thee link, implying that the Z2-sheets live on the dual lattice. These Z2-sheets can, of 
course,, be moved around by local Z2 gauge transformations. A gauge transformation 
off  the links is given by: 

UUvv{x)^ü{x)U{x)^ü{x)Ul/l/{x)Ü{x{x)Ü{x + u)i , (3.14) 

2I tt also allows for the formation of Cheshire charges, but their non-locality makes them hard to 
detect,, see section 3.2.2 
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withh ü(x) = e
l^x^T^x). where a(x) € {0.1}  and E(x) e (-TT.TT). 

Thee boundaries of the Z2-sheets. however, cannot be moved around by local Z2 gauge 
transformations,, this in analogy with the endpoints of Dirac strings (being magnetic 
monopoles)) in the compact U{\) gauge theory. This is exactly what one should expect, 
sincee the boundaries of the Z2-sheets are closed Alice flux3 loops, which are physical 
objectss carrying energy. Bearing this in mind it is easy to locate the Alice fluxes, 
namelyy by just counting the number of ^-sheets crossing the links of a plaquette. 
Iff  an even number of Z2-sheets crosses the links of the plaquette, then no Alice flux 
piercess the plaquette, but if an odd number does, then that means that an Alice flux 
doess pierce the plaquette. This observation allows one to define the Pf operator, 
whichh applied to a plaquette measures the presence of an Alice flux, 

PfPf = l(l-(-VZUa>)  (3-15) 

wheree the four ai summed over belong to links U\, U2, U3 and U4, bounding a single 
plaquette.. Equations (3.12), (3.13) and (3.15) define our LAED model. 

3.2.22 The problem of locating monopoles (or  instantons) 

InIn this model of LAED in four dimensions, there are magnetic monopoles, in three 
dimensionss these appear as instantons. There are a few intricacies in detecting them 
comparedd to the usual compact U(l) lattice gauge theory. In this section we will 
explainn under what circumstances and how we can detect a monopole/instanton in 
LAED.. As our model of LAED has a lot of similarities with compact U(l) lattice 
gaugee theory, we try to use these similarities in determining the monopole content of 
aa configuration. 

Lett us first consider the case that there are no Alice fluxes present. Clearly, this 
correspondss to the limit of an infinitely large mass, m/, for the flux. In this case 
theree may still be closed Z2 surfaces, but these surfaces are not physical and can 
bee moved around by making suitable local Z2 transformations. Suppose we want to 
determinee the monopole content of a specific cube in such a configuration. We would 
likee to see if a Dirac string ends in the cube, just as one does for compact U{\) lattice 
gaugee theory. We distinguish two cases, the first where no Z2-sheet crosses the cube 
off  interest and the second where one or more Z2-sheets do cross the cube. 

Inn the first case we determine the monopole content of the cube just as in compact U{\) 
latticee gauge theory. In the second case we should construct a new or more general 
definitionn due to the presence of the Z2-sheets. Bearing in mind that a monopole 
iss a physical object which cannot be moved around by gauge transformations, one 
mayy use local Z2 gauge transformations to gauge the Z2-sheets away from the cube 
off  interest. After this procedure we can again determine the monopole content by the 
methodss of compact U(l) lattice gauge theory. 

3Too avoid confusion we note that in the Z n literature one typically calls these objects vortices 
insteadd of fluxes. 
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Z2-sheetss can be gauged out of the cube of interest in several different ways. One 
wouldd expect this not to make any difference to the outcome of the measurement of 
thee monopole charge of the cube of interest, but it does! As we mentioned in the 
chapterr 1. monopoles of opposite sign belong to the same topological class. For the 
measurementt of the monopole charge of a single cube this means that one cannot 
distinguishh between positive and negative charges. To see that this is the case, let 
uss consider a cube which is not intersected by a Z2-sheet. If one performs a 'global' 
Z22 gauge transformation to all the links of this cube, this has the same effect as 
pullingg a Z2-sheet through the cube; all the U(l) degrees of freedom change sign, 
sincee TieMr3Ti = e~lAT3, see equation (3.14). Obviously this means that the outcome 
off  the measurement of the magnetic charge of the cube changes sign. Hence only the 
absolutee value of the magnetic charge is a locally gauge invariant quantity, i.e.. an 
observable. . 

Nextt we consider the situation where fluxes are present. Now we have two different 
typee of cubes, cubes which are pierced by a flux and cubes which are not. The latter 
aree obviously equivalent to the cubes we just discussed. Thus at this point we may 
restrictt our considerations to cubes which are pierced by fluxes. The statement is. 
thatt for a cube which is pierced by a flux, the notion of a gauge invariant magnetic 
chargee breaks down completely. Let us explain why this is the case. 

i — ' — r r 
 1 

11 1 
J-J-  - 1 

11 > 
11 / 

**  1 y* 

F i g u ree 3 . 1: A cube that is pierced by a flux which is the boundary of a Z2-sheet. 

Iff  an Alice flux pierces through a cube, it is obviously not possible to gauge the 
Z2-sheett out of the cube. In figure 3.1 we depicted a cube pierced by a flux and 
thee Z2-sheet connected to the flux. If one tries to define Dirac strings through the 
plaquettess bounding the cube of interest one gets into all sorts of trouble. For the 
plaquettess where no flux pierces through one can up to a sign determine the (real 
magneticc flux through the) Dirac string. This sign problem seems to be a minor one, 
ass it appears to be for the monopole charge itself, but that is not true, because there 
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iss a separate sign ambiguity for the Dirac strings through each of the plaquettes and 
nott just a single overall sign, as was the case for a cube not pierced by a flux. This 
meanss that in such a cube, even the absolute value of the net magnetic charge is not 
ann invariant quantity. 

Yett another problem arises if one wants to define the Dirac string through a plaquette 
whichh is pierced by a flux, because an odd number of Z2-sheets cross the links bound-
ingg the plaquette. The problem basically follows directly from Alice electrodynamics 
itself,, where if one sweeps a Z2-sheet through a U(l) link field, this will  change sign. 
Soo even the sign of the individual U(l) link variables is not defined uniquely on a 
plaquettee which is intersected by an odd number of sheets, even if one looks only 
atat that particular plaquette. This obstruction to defining the magnetic flux through 
suchh a plaquette, is just a manifestation of what is generally called the obstruction to 
globallyy define a U{\) charge in the presence of an Alice flux in Alice electrodynamics. 

Howeverr not all is lost. The previous discussion only shows that it is impossible to 
determinee the magnetic charge of a cube, or more general of a volume, whose bounding 
surfacee is pierced by a flux. There is however no problem in determining the magnetic 
chargee of a volume which contains a loop of flux not crossing the boundary. 

i i 
i i 
i i 

A A 

F i g u ree 3.2: This figure shows an Alice loop with its Z2-sheet. The Z2-sheet is pierced by a Dirac 
string,, which changes sign/direction once it passes the Z2-sheet. In this configuration the Alice loop 
carriess a magnetic Cheshire charge. 

Too see this consider the configuration given in figure 3.2. A configuration is shown 
off  an Alice loop and a Dirac string piercing the Z2-sheet bounded by the Alice loop. 
Thiss figure demonstrates, that an Alice loop configuration is capable of carrying a 
magneticc charge. We note that there is no Dirac string coming from the flux itself (this 
iss actually possible and even necessary for the unit charged Alice loop). Remember 
thatt we are, for plaquettes not pierced by a flux, able to determine the Dirac string up 
too a sign. We also note that any attempt to measure the location of the monopole will 
fail.. It looks like that the cube where the the Dirac string pierces the Z2-sheet does 
containn a magnetic charge, but as the position of the sheet is gauge dependent this is 
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justt a gauge illusion. Yet. drawing a closed 2-surface around the loop there is a gauge 
invariantt quantity of magnetic flux emanating from that surface, i.e.. there is magnetic 
chargee inside. This magnetic charge is present, not as a localized or even localizeable 
quantity,, but rather as a global property carried by a closed Alice loop as a whole, 
inn which case one speaks of a magnetic "Cheshire" charge. And indeed, although one 
cann determine the magnetic charge carried by the Alice loop as a whole, one can not 
assignn this magnetic charge to any of the cubes inside the volume containing the loop. 
Thesee nonlocalizeable charges may in the continuum even be energetically favored. 
Wee wil l show in chapter 5 that 't Hooft-Polyakov type monopoles may decay into 
theirr Cheshire versions. 

Too see that a Cheshire charge configuration is physically relevant in our LAED model 
wee briefly study a configuration of a magnetic monopole and an Alice loop. We fix 
thee position of both objects by hand and only allow changes in the gauge variables 
whichh do not change the position of these objects. We want to show that also in 
LAEDD an Alice loop can carry a magnetic Cheshire charge. As the lattice we use has 
periodicc boundary conditions the total magnetic monopole charge is zero, i.e.. there 
iss also an anti-monopole present. In the limit of g —> 0, the naive classical limit , and 
influxinflux ~  ̂ 3C one does not expect there to be any other defects present. In this limit 
theree appear to be two possibilities: either the anti-monopole is located next to the 
monopolee or it is absorbed by the Alice loop in the form of a Cheshire charge. The 
latterr configuration is the one which we are interested in. In general it is a question of 
energeticss which configuration is preferred4, and the energy of the field configuration 
obviouslyy depends on the size of the Alice loop and its relative location with respect 
too the monopole. Now we will consider a configuration where the anti-monopole is 
absorbedd by the Alice loop. 

Inn this configuration the monopole and the Alice loop lie in one plane, the xy plane. 
Thee Alice loop is a square and the middle of one side is in front of the monopole. In 
figuree 3.3 we plotted the z component of the magnetic field just above and below the 
planee in the dual lattice in which the configuration of the monopole and the Alice 
loopp lies. The monopole and the Alice loop have not been plotted, but it should be 
clearr where they are, they live on the dual xyz lattice. The plot is in the special Z2 
gauge,, where the only Z2 sheet is the minimal surface bounded by the Alice loop. 

Fromm figure 3.3 it should be clear that the Alice loop carries the magnetic charge of 
thee anti-monopole as the z component of the magnetic field has a different sign just 
above/beloww the Alice loop than just above/below the monopole. We also checked 
thatt there were no other monopoles in the system and determined the magnetic charge 
off  the Alice loop, the Cheshire charge. We see that also in LAED the Alice loop can 
carryy a magnetic Cheshire charge and it makes clear that one can not define the 
positionn of a magnetic charge on an Alice string. 

Wee conclude, that once we enter a phase where there are very many Alice fluxes 
around,, detecting and localizing magnetic charge becomes a hairy business. The only 
usefull  thing one may still do, is to measure the fraction of monopole carrying cubes of 

44 If we had an extra bare mass term for the monopole we could simply send it to infinity to force 
thee anti-monopole to be absorbed by the Alice loop 
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Bzz just above the monopole 

F i g u ree 3.3: This plot shows the z component of the magnetic field just above and just below 
thee plane in which the monopole and Alice loop lie. It clearly shows that the Alice loop carries a 
magneticc Cheshire charge. 

thee number of cubes not pierced by an Alice flux. In view of these observations, when 
inn the following we talk about the monopole density, we mean the average absolute 
chargee per unpierced cube and when we talk about flux density we mean the fraction 
off  plaquettes pierced by an Alice flux, i.e., (P/), unless stated otherwise. 

3.2.33 Implementation of the model 

Althoughh formula (3.13) suggests that we should implement LAED using (Pauli) 
matricess we have not done so. Instead, we exploited the fact that the structure of our 
U(l)U(l)  K Z2 gauge theory is very close to that of the compact U{1). The only effect of 
thee Z2 degrees of freedom is the appearance of Alice fluxes and Z2-sheets. If there 
aree an odd number of a variables equal to one in a plaquette, then the plaquette is 
piercedd by a Z2 flux and the first term in the action is always zero irrespective of 
thee values of the A fields. This can be understood as a consequence of the fact that 
thee U(l) symmetry is globally frustrated in the presence of an Alice flux. If, in the 
contrary,, there are an even or zero number of a variables equal to one in a plaquette, 
thee a variables can be gauged away, changing only the sign of some of the A fields 
andd the action is just the action of compact U(l). In view of these observations, we 
havee for our simulations used the following simple action, which is equivalent to the 
actionn of formula (3.12), but does not require any matrix calculations. 

gg p p 

wheree F is the F of f/(l ) after the Z2 fields have been gauge transformed out of the 
plaquette,, which is always possible if Pj = 0. 
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Wee have investigated this model, using a combination of a Monte Carlo method for 
thee At/(x) variables, and a heat bath method for the av(x) variables. We examined the 
modell  on a periodic hyper cubic lattice of size 10d. where d is the dimension. Although 
wee wil l not go into detail on the order of the phase transitions we mention that it 
hass been suggested [72]. that the order, oddly enough, would depend on the imposed 
boundaryy conditions. Three dimensional ED has attracted a lot of attention, the 
lastt few years, due to its potential applicability to models of high Tc superconductors 
[73.. 74. 75]. 

Ourr LAED model contains a pure compact £7(1) and a Z2 gauge theory in different 
limit ss of the model. In the limi t of nij —> oc the model is equal to pure compact 
£7(1)) gauge theory. In the limit off/2 —> cc while keeping rnj/g2 finite the model is 
equall  to Z2 gauge theory. Before we proceed we like to mention a few things about 
thee Z2 gauge theory to avoid confusion later on. In Z2 gauge theory there is only 
onee parameter, in the Z2 limi t of our model this parameter is rrif/g2. Normally, the 
Z22 gauge theory is only studied for positive values of its parameter. However, in 
ourr situation wTe are also interested in the region where m j (g2 becomes negative. In 
thee pure Z2 gauge theory the region of positive and negative values of the parameter 
formm a mirror image of each other. Note that this mirror map is different from the 
usuall  duality that is also present in Zn type gauge theories. This mirror symmetry 
holds,, at least, for a hyper cubic lattice, where one may map the negative coupling 
sidee on the positive side if one replaces "fluxes'" by "no-fluxes" in every sense. So 
"no-fluxes""  are the places where "no flux" pierces through a plaquette, i.e.. they are 
thee holes in the flux condensate. The model can equally well be described by either 
off  the two objects. This mirror symmetry follows from the fact that for a hyper cubic 
latticee both objects, fluxes and no-fluxes, form closed loops in three dimensions and 
closedd surfaces in four dimensions. This shows that the regions of positive values and 
negativee values of rrif/g2 can be naively mapped onto each other. As we will show, in 
LAEDD the Alice mirror symmetry is broken by the interactions with the £7(1) gauge 
fieldss for finite values of g2. 

3.33 The phase diagram in three and four dimensions 

Inn this section we present various numerical results for the LAED model. Because we 
havee two types of topological objects in the theory, which may or may not condense, 
onee may in principle expect four phases. It is quite easy to anticipate where in the 
parameterr space the four phases could occur, as we have indicated in table 3.1. 

Inn figure 3.4(a) we have plotted the flux density and the monopole density in four 
dimensions.. It is clear that various interesting transitions do occur. Using a hysteresis 
typee of analysis we could determine the order of these transitions, and we found that 
alll  but one. are of first order. Only the transition from the phase with only Alice 
fluxess condensed, to the phase where both Alice fluxes and monopoles are condensed, 
iss different. In fact, it does appear not to be a phase transition at all, but rather a 
crossoverr phenomenon, see also section 3.4.4 and the discussion in section 3.4.5. 
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gg22 small 

gg22 large 

rrifrrif  small 

Fluxes s 

Fluxess and Monopoles/ 
Instantons s 

rrifrrif  large 

Noo Condensate 

Monopoles/ / 
Instantons s 

Tablee 3.1: The four phases of LAED. 

Inn figure 3.4(b) we have plotted some contours for the Alice flux and monopole densi-
ties.. The curves indicate where the first order phase transitions [76, 77] take place, but 
alsoo show the change of the first order monopole transition if no fluxes are condensed, 
too the crossover monopole transition if fluxes are condensed. 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 3.4: 
(a):: The 4-dimensional flux and the monopole densities are plotted as a function of rrif  and g2. The 
fourr different phases of table 3.1 can be clearly distinguished. 
(b):: A plot of some specific monopole and the Alice flux density contours in four dimensions. We 
identifyy the four phases of the model. The lines denoted B mark the transition involving the Alice 
fluxes,fluxes, where to the left of B the fluxes are condensed. The lines A correspond to a second phase 
transitionn involving the fluxes. The lines C denote the monopole transition, notice the splitting of 
thee height lines once the Alice fluxes are condensed. 

Notee that in figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) we have only plotted the monopole density up 
too the 'second' flux density transition, line A in figure 3.4(b), where the flux density 
jumpss to about one and only very few cubes (if any) are left where no flux pierces 
through,, making the fluctuations for the monopole measurement very large. 

Thoughh in our limited model we find all of the anticipated four phases, each charac-
terizedd by some condensate, we do not find all possible transitions from one phase to 
another.. There is apparently no transition from the phase with condensed monopoles 
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andd no fluxes to the phase with condensed fluxes and no monopoles. 

Inn appropriate limits of the model we recover the results for the lattice gauge theories 
off  compact 1/(1) and Z2 separately, consistent with equation (3.16). The pure U(l) 
gaugee theory arises in the limi t of mf —> oc. where the Alice fluxes are suppressed 
andd the only feature reminiscent of the Z2 part of the gauge theory are pure Z2 gauge 
transformations,, which of course do not affect any of the physics. In this limi t we 
thereforee expect only the transition corresponding to monopole condensation. The 
puree Z2 gauge theory arises in the limit of g2 —» oo, while keeping rrif/g2 finite, which 
iss usually only studied with riif/g2 > 0. We verified that the limiting behaviors of 
thee results of our simulations are in agreement with the known results of the Z2 and 
[/(l )) gauge theories [78, 79, 80. 81], see also [82] and references therein. 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 3.5: 
(a):: The 3-dimensional flux and instanton densities are plotted as a function of mj and g2. The 
fourr different phases of table 3.1 are clearly distinguishable. 
(b):: In this figure we plotted some specific height lines of the instanton and the Alice flux density 
inn three dimensions. We identify the four phases of the model. The lines B correspond to the 
condensationn line of the Alice fluxes, to the left of it the fluxes are condensed.The lines A correspond 
too a second phase transition involving the fluxes Line A. In comparison with figure 3.4(b) there is 
noo line C. In three dimensions the instanton condensation is always a crossover. 

Inn figure 3.5(a) we plotted the results for the instanton and Alice flux density in three 
dimensions.. Also in this case we encounter all four phases of the theory, but the 
transitionss are of different order. The instanton condensation is always a crossover 
andd the flux condensation appears to be of second order, which it certainly should 
bee in the Z2 gauge theory limi t [79]. We did not determine the order of the flux 
condensationn for small g2. 

Inn figure 3.5(a) the transition for small values of g2 appears to become a first order 
phasee transition, but this is mainly due to the fact that we use rrif  and g2 to parame-
terizee the model, whereas the, in some sense more natural, choice of (m/ + l)/g2 and 
1/g1/g22 could give a different picture, which is also true for the four dimensional case. 
Wee wil l come back to this point in section 3.4.5. 

Inn figure 3.5(b) we, just as in figure 3.4(b), plotted specific height lines of the instanton 
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andd Alice flux density. These lines show the location of the Alice flux phase transitions 
andd divide the parameter space up in the four different regions linked to the phases. 
Againn in the U(l) and Z2 limit we recover the results of these pure gauge theories 
separately. . 

Inn three dimensions the flux density becomes very high before the second phase tran-
sitionn of the fluxes, line A in figure 3.5(b). occurs and consequently the fluctuations 
off  the instanton density measurements become very large in a larger region. 

3.44 Analytic and other approximations 

LAEDD contains both pure compact U{\) and Z2 gauge theory. As both of these theo-
riess have been studied thoroughly over the years, our aim is not to make estimates for 
thesee models, but rather to treat their (numerical) results as known and focus on the 
interactionn of these two models in LAED. To this end we give (analytical) approxi-
mationss of some characteristic quantities of the model. We subsequently discuss the 
averagee action of unpierced plaquettes5, the flux condensation lines, the contours of 
constantt flux density in the region between the two flux condensation lines A and B 
andd the monopole/instanton density. We conclude this section with a brief discussion 
off  the approximations we made. 

3.4.11 The average action of unpierced plaquettes 

Too approximate the average action per unpierced plaquette, —(cosF), we split the 
parameterr space of the model into two regions, a region where the Z2 fluxes do not 
condensee and the region where they do. 

Inn the region where the Z2 fluxes do not condense we approximate the theory by a 
puree U(l ) gauge theory (in the present context considered to be given) and — (cosF) 
iss approximated accordingly, i.e., we ignore the effect which the few Alice fluxes have, 
thatt may be present. In the region where the fluxes do condense and the flux density is 
large,, we approximate the average action of unpierced plaquettes by the average action 
off  a single plaquette. The U{\) link variables are irrelevant to plaquettes pierced by a 
flux,flux, as follows from formula (3.16). In the limi t of a high flux density the plaquettes 
whichh are not pierced by a flux become isolated in the sense that the value of the 
U{\)U{\)  degrees of freedom have almost no effect on the surrounding plaquettes. Thus 
wee can approximate — (cos F) in the condensed phase by: 

(cosF)*(cosF)* J° I*  , c<w, =-fAr • (3.17) 

wheree the functions IQ and I\ are modified Bessel functions. 

5 Thee total average action per plaquette is easily determined by this result and the flux density. 
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Thee difference between these two limits, the single plaquette and the U(l) limit , 
vanishess for large g2. In four dimensions, for small g2, the fraction of pierced fluxes 
typicallyy is very large in the flux condensed phase. Thus we may expect that the two 
limit ss describe the model for any value of g2. In three dimensions there is no such 
jumpp in the flux density and we expect an intermediate region, for small g2. to be 
present. . 

Condensedd fluxes limit 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 3.6: 
(a):: The average plaquette action — (cosF) in four dimensions. Al l the data points, i.e., including 
thosee corresponding to different values of rnr and g2, lie either on the pure U(l) line or (almost) on 
thee approximation for condensed fluxes phase. The division is so clear due to the strong first order 
Z22 transition, i.e., in the flux condensed phase the flux density is fairly high for small g2. 
(b):: The average plaquette action — (cos F) in three dimensions. Here the transition from the one 
regionn to the other is much more smooth, because the Z2 transition in three dimensions is only of 
secondd order, also the pure U(l) result deviates much less from the flux condensed limit . The points 
outsidee the region between the two limit s are points where the flux density is very high, implying 
thatt the fluctuations become very large. 

Inn figure 3.6(a) we plotted —(cosF) as a function of g2 in four dimensions. We see 
thatt the data splits up into two lines. Part of the data points lie on the pure U(l) line 
whilee the other part lies (almost) on the single plaquette line. This strict separation 
off  the data points in these two sets is due to the strong first order behavior of the 
Z22 flux condensation for small g2. We see that each point is very well described by 
eitherr the first or the second approximation indeed. 

Inn figure 3.6(b) we plotted — (cos F) as a function of g2 in three dimensions. The 
twoo approximations now generate the boundaries between which the data points lie. 
Thee fact that there is no clear division of the data in two sets in three dimensions, is 
duee the Z2 phase transition being of second order. The flux density grows gradually 
acrosss the transition region. That points appear also outside the region bounded by 
thee two approximations is due to very large fluctuations when the flux density is high, 
i.e.,, when there is a small number of unpierced plaquettes. 
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3.4.22 The condensation lines of the Alic e fluxes 

Too approximate the location of the Alice flux condensation lines in the parameter 
spacee of the model we make use of an action. S. versus entropy. Ent. argument. The 
weightt factor of a configuration is determined by eEnt~s. The important quantity is 
thee relative weight factor, e

AEnt~^s
; between configurations. Assuming that Ent — S 

off  the object that condenses is additive with respect to the so called background, we 
findfind that AEnt — AS — Ent0^ject — S0bject- Now typically the location of the critical 
pointt can be approximated by Ent0t,ject — S0bject. 

Ass we saw in figures 3.4(b) and 3.5(b) there are two flux condensation lines in LAED. 
Inn the Z2 gauge theory these are just each others mirror image. For finite g2 this 
symmetryy between the two condensation lines is broken due to the interactions with 
thee U{\) fields. We may still compare them, in the sense that at the first transition 
line.. B, the fluxes condense, while at the other, A, the "no-fluxes" condense. The 
couplingg between the Z2 and the U{\) fields manifests itself as follows: if a flux is 
createdd then a piece of the U(l) fields is "eaten" away in the sense that the U(l) 
fieldsfields become irrelevant because they are projected out and do not affect the action 
off  the plaquettes involved. This is an effect that we have to take into account, and as 
wee shall see, this can be done very accurately for the no-flux condensation line, but 
onlyy partially for the flux condensation line. 

Thee four  dimensional case: 

Firstt we determine the transition line of the no-flux condensate with the help of the 
actionn versus entropy argument. When a no-loop (i.e., a loop of no-flux) is created, 
thee plaquettes through which it pierces carry a 17(1) action. We determine the no-flux 
densityy and will assume that the contributions of the U(l) field of a plaquette are 
independentt of each other. We then approximate the location of the condensation 
linee by assuming that the average over the U(l) degrees of freedom in the relative 
weightt factor for a plaquette is equal to one. This gives us: 

wheree cn\ denotes the given value of the condensation point of the no-loops in the 
puree Z2 gauge theory limit and we used AS = — ^f — £2r^" per plaquette. We note 
thatt the value of cn/ equals to minus the value for the loops, Q, as follows from the 
mirrorr symmetry of the Z2 gauge theory, as we discussed at the end of section 3.2.3. 
Fromm now on we will adopt the notation cn[  = —C^D{= —Q). 

Formulaa (3.18) leads to the following equation for the transition curve in the (rrif.g2) 
plane: : 

mmff = -g2c4D-g2lnIo(~J . (3.19) 

Ass can be seen in figure 3.7(a) the approximation of the no-loop condensation line is 
veryy good. 
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Wee can try to do the same for the Alice loop condensation line. We use again 
EntobjectEntobject = S0bject. but are now not able to include all contributions. The entropy 
andd action contribution of the loop are clear, one thing that changes in equation 
(3.19)) is the sign in front of the first term on the r.h.s.. The problem is a reliable 
estimatee of the U(l) contribution. Obviously we may no longer assume that the U(l) 
contributionn of each plaquette is independent. On the other hand it is known that 
thee correlation length decreases exponentially in the confining phase, which implies 
thatt we should expect this approximation to still work if g2 > gf. ~ 1. 

Wee can also approximate the Alice loop condensation line in a slightly different way. 
wheree we use the contribution to the action of the U(l) fields as given by the pure 
U(\)U(\) theory and ignore the change in the entropy due to the U(\) fields. For the 
actionn we then take: 

S«^^  = ( F + T ) '  (3'20) 
withh (cosF) the average of cos F for given g2 and is equal to (cosF) of pure U{\) 
gaugee theory as follows from the previous section (which is evaluated numerically and 
inn the present context considered as given). This leads to the following approximation 
forr the position of the condensation line for the loops: 

nifnif =g2c4D-(cosF) . (3.21) 

Wee note that in the pure Z2 limit , the second term on the r.h.s. of equations (3.19) 
andd (3.21) becomes zero and that C^D an(È its three dimensional analogue C-^D follow 
fromm pure Z2 gauge theory results as mentioned before. In fact, they are even known 
analyticallyy [78]. In the limit of g2 —> 0 the only state that is allowed, is the global 
minimum,, which means that the condensation lines need to go to m ƒ = — 1 for g2 —> 0. 
Thiss is true for both approximations. 

Inn figure 3.7(a) we have plotted the approximations for the condensation lines in four 
dimensionss and some specific height lines, which characterize the position of the phase 
transitions.. WTe see that the approximation of the condensation of the no-loops is very 
good.. For g2 > 1 the same method works also very well for the loop condensation 
line.. The other approximation for the loop condensation line does not work as wTell. 
butt we qualitatively understand why. 

Th ee three dimensional case: 

Inn three dimensions we follow the same strategy. We repeat the arguments given for 
thee four dimensional case, leading to exactly the same equations (3.19) and (3.21), 
wheree we only have to replace the four dimensional quantities by their three dimen-
sionall  counterparts. In particular  is replaced by C^D and (cosF)4£> is replaced by 
(cosF)(cosF)3D3D. . 

Inn figure 3.7(b) we plotted the resulting condensation lines for the three dimensional 
theory.. The plot shows some specific height lines which characterize the phase tran-
sitionss as well as the approximations for the lines where the phase transitions should 
occur.. Again we find that the approximation for the no-flux condensation line is very 
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(a) ) (b) ) 

Figuree 3.7: 
(a):: A plot of the phase transition lines, A and B, in four dimensions and of the approximations we 
made.. The approximation for the no-loop condensation line, la, is very good. For g2 > 1 the same 
approximationn works also very well for the loop condensation line, lb, while the other approximation, 
2,, deviates in a qualitatively expected way from the loop condensation line. 
(b):: A plot of the phase transition lines, A and B, in three dimensions and of the approximations we 
made.. The approximation for the no-flux condensation line, la, is very good. For g > 0.6 the same 
approximationn works also very well for the flux condensation line, lb, while the other approximation, 
2,, deviates in an expected way from the flux condensation line. 

good.. The approximation of the analogue of equation (3.19) is very good for larger 
valuess of g2, whereas the deviation of the other approximation to the flux condensation 
linee is qualitatively understood. 

3.4.33 Contours of constant flux density 

Inn this subsection we will approximate the flux density in the region between the two 
fluxflux condensation lines, by assuming that in this region the correlation lengths of both 
fieldss are zero, so that it suffices to look at the single plaquette. 

Thiss means that we get the same answer for the three and four dimensional case. The 
fractionn of plaquettes being pierced by an Alice flux, pf, can be approximated by: 

Pf Pf 
aaentfentf — Sf 

-a'' + *enU! C € e~a' aaentfentf — S 
(3.22) ) 

Usingg ent f = entnf and Sf thiss gives: 

rrtfrrtf  = g2 In Pf Pf 
Pf Pf 

gg22ln ln 
dF_ dF_ 

2TT~ ~ 
(3.23) ) 

whichh leads to: 

^(i^£L\-^(^(i^£L\-^(lRlR(iy\ (iy\ 
VV Pf ) VV  WJJ 

(3.24) ) 
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Notee that in the limi t g2 —> 0 we find that all the height lines meet at rrif  = — 1, just 

ass one should expect, whereas in the Z2 limi t one obtains that ^f = In ( —^- ). 

Inn four dimensions, within the region of the two condensation lines, which is the 
regionn we are probing, our approximation works very well, see figure 3.8(a). In three 
dimensionss the approximation does not work in the whole region, but works very well 
betweenn the height lines 0.7 and 0.3, see figure 3.8(b). 

m,, mf 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 3.8: 
(a):: Contour lines of the flux density in four dimensions and their approximations. We plotted 
from,, left to right, the height lines: 0.9,0.8, ••• , 0.2,0.1. The approximations for the height lines 
0.6,, • • • , 0.4 are perfect up to the point where they reach the condensation line. 
(b):: Contour lines of the flux density in three dimensions and their approximations. We plotted 
from,, left to right, the height lines: 0.9,0.8, ••• ,0 .2,0.1. The approximations for the height lines 
0.7,, • • • , 0.3 are very good up to the point where they reach the condensation line. 

Thee approximation of the flux density, equation (3.24), can be split into two parts. 
Thee first term on the right hand side is due to the Z2 degrees of freedom. In the Z2 

limitt this term can be compared with pure Z2 gauge theory, which we did not use as 
inputt in this estimate. The second term on the right hand side is due to the U(l) 
degreess of freedom. Moving away from the 0.5 height line makes the approximation of 
Z22 term less good while moving from the 0.9 height line to the 0.1 height line makes 
thee U(l) term less good. The validity of the (7(1) term can be seen by fitting the 
Z22 part of the approximation with results from pure Z2 gauge theory. This gives a 
perfectt fit for all values g2 for a high flux density, but as one expects, fails in the 
regionn of low flux density and small g2. 

3.4.44 The monopole/instanton density 

Inn this subsection we will approximate the monopole/instanton density. In the phase 
wheree the Alice fluxes do not condense the monopole condensation line and height 
liness are easily understood. In this phase there are almost no fluxes, and ignoring 
thesee the model becomes a pure U(l) theory and one expects the monopole density 
too behave accordingly, allowing us to use the known numerical results. 
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Figuree 3.9: 
(a):: A plot of the monopole density. Just as in figure 3.6(a) all the data points, i.e., including those 
forr different values of m.f and g2, perfectly match the two different approximations. The monopole 
densityy is or equal to the pure (7(1) monopole density or is (almost) equal to the approximation for 
thee condensed fluxes phase. 
(b):: A plot of the instanton density. The instanton density lies between the two different approxi-
mations.. That the data does not jump from one line to the other line is due to the fact that the Z2 
transitionn is much softer in three dimensions. The points outside the region between the two limit s 
aree points where the flux density is very high, implying that the statistics is bad. 

Inn the phase where the Alice fluxes do condense we may approximate the monopole 
densityy by the monopole density of a single cube. That this can be done follows 
basicallyy from the results of sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.3. The cubes not pierced by any Z2 

fluxflux are in the condensed phase isolated in the sense that the (7(1) degrees of freedom 
off  the links have hardly any effect on the surrounding plaquettes. This makes it safe 
too use the single cube approximation in the phase where the fluxes have condensed. 
Wee determined the single cube density by using random link values, with which we 
determinedd the energy of the cube, the charge inside the cube and the entropy of the 
configuration.. With this information we calculated the monopole density for different 
valuess of g2 and compared it with the data points we found. This approximation is 
thee same for the three and four dimensional model, though in three dimensions these 
aree of course instantons. 

Justt as in section 3.4.1 one expects the two approximations to describe the model very 
welll  in four dimensions, but in three dimensions one expects an intermediate region. 
Thiss is exactly what we find, see figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(b). Again we note that the 
pointss outside the region bounded by the two approximations are points where the 
fluxflux density is very high, i.e., the fluctuations become very large. 

3.4.55 Discussion 

Thee approximations we made in the last few sections describe the model fairly well. In 
fourr dimensions the approximations work extremely well. The phase with condensed 
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fluxesfluxes can apparently be understood as a phase where the correlation lengths of the 
fieldsfields are vanishingly small. In three dimensions the division of the phase space is 
nott as clear, but our approximation of the height lines of the flux density does imply 
aa region where the correlation length of both fields is also vanishingly small. If the 
Alicee fluxes do not condense the theory is very well described by a pure compact U(l) 
gaugee theory. 

(m,+1)/g22 <m,+ 1Kg2 

(a)) (b) 

F i g u ree 3.10: The phase diagrams of four, (a), and three, (b), dimensional LAED in the new 
parameters.. The details and implications are explained in the text. 

Ass mentioned before, the fact that all the contour lines of the flux density come 
togetherr at m; = — 1 for g2 —» 0, does not mean that the phase transition becomes 
orr stays first order. It is mainly due to the choice of parameters that all the contour 
liness of the flux density come together. If one uses the in some sense more natural 
parameterss (rrif  + l)/g2 and l/g2. it is not at all clear that this will  happen. This is 
illustratedd in in figure 3.10, where we have plotted the phase diagram of the model in 
termss of the conventional parameters. The crossover transitions are not marked, they 
aree associated to regions with different condensates not separated by a phase transition 
line.. Although there is a second flux transition line, the "no-flux" condensation, there 
iss no monopole/instanton transition at this point. We deduce this from the results 
off  section 3.4.4. That we are not able to determine the monopole/instanton density 
theree is due to the fact that the fluctuations are very large in that region of parameter 
space.. However one would expect the single cube approximation of section 3.4.4 also 
too be valid in that region of parameter space. 

Thee position of the monopole transition line, see figure 3.10(a) is also following from 
thee results of section 3.4.4. We pointed out that the monopole data splits up into two 
regions,, the regions where the fluxes have or have not condensed. This means that 
thee (7(1) monopole transition line splits up and follows the (first) flux transition line. 
Wee have drawn it all the way along this flux condensation line, but it is not yet clear 
whetherr there is always a monopole transition. For g2 —• 0 and g2 —> oc the difference 
inn the monopole density between the two regions becomes smaller and smaller. 
Too some extend the same is true for the instanton density, see figure 3.10(b). Although 
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inn that case there is an intermediate region, see section 3.4.4. In this region the 
instantonn density grows with increasing flux density, and since in this region the 
fluxflux density has a transition one would expect also the instanton density to show a 
transition.. The data also appears to imply this, but is not shown here. Again it is not 
clearr what happens to this transition in the limits of g2 —+ 0 and g2 —> oc. In these 
limit ss the difference of the instanton density between the regions where the fluxes 
havee or have not condensed goes to zero. 

3.55 Conclusions and outlook 

Inn this chapter we have studied Alice electrodynamics on a lattice, with a model that 
allowss the formation of magnetic monopoles and Alice fluxes. It includes the usual 
Wilsonn lattice action for the U(l) gauge theory and has an extra bare mass term for 
Alicee fluxes. This term suffices to reach all four phases of Alice electrodynamics given 
inn table 3.1. 

Wee have determined the regions in phase space corresponding to the four different 
phasess of LAED and presented results on some measurable quantities; the monopole 
density,, the flux density and (cosF). We then approximated the locations of the flux 
andd the so called no-flux condensation line in the phase diagram of the model, both in 
threee and four dimensions. These approximations worked very well except for the flux 
condensationn line for small values of the gauge coupling. The other approximations 
wee made also all work quite well, with the remark that in three dimensions there is 
ann intermediate region which we have not yet investigated. We successfully compared 
ourr numerical results with approximations of the flux density between the flux and the 
no-fluxx condensation line, the monopole/instanton density, (cos F) and the position of 
thee monopole condensation line. The monopole condensation becomes a crossover in 
thee region where the Alice fluxes are condensed. In section 3.4.5 we gave the resulting 
phasee diagrams. 

Itt would be interesting to examine the fate of the phase transitions in the monopole 
andd instanton density induced by condensing Alice fluxes for small and large values 
off  g2. For small values of g2 it is also not clear if the two flux transitions merge or 
nott in the parameter space with the coordinates (m/ + l)/<?2 and 1/g2. 
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